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rebellious Truth’s debut capsule 
collection, features asymmetrical 
cuts, a trendy alternative word 
print, and interchangeable 
layering pieces.

The color palette consists of 
earthy tones, strong blacks and 
cool blues. The aesthetic has an 
urban edgy feel.

WELCOME 



Deana Dress, Style # 210 is paired with Kelly Skirt, 
Style # 613 and the Bella Shrug, Style # 910 for the 
perfect layered look.

Available in xs, sm, med, lg



Camo melton wool shrug with 
decorative pewter exposed back 
zipper closure and raw cut edges

Vegan leather stretch skirt with decorative 
pewter two way separating zipper and side 
seam slit

This stretch knit short sleeve t shirt dress 
has a straight silhouette and is designed 
with an alternative word print that is 
exclusive to this brand.



Celena midi dress, Style # 411

This versatile wrap dress can give you two looks.  Two 
separating pieces worn together as one or one
asymmetrical overlay for an edgier look.  Offered in a 
gorgeous arctic crush blue.
Available in sizes sm, med, lg



This layering wrap midi has beautiful 
drape and comes with silver d rings and 
adjustable vegan leather tie detail at 
waist.



Sandi Asymmetrical Top, Style # 310 

This one shoulder styling top in a stretch knit, 
has an a-line silhouette and features the
alternative word print exclusive to this brand.
Available in xs,sm,med,lg



Bobby Coat, Style #810

This minimalist overcoat in a luxurious sapphire blue 
was designed with a waterfall lapel, clean front 
magnetic closure and detailed vegan leather straps.  
A straight fit and is fully lined.
A seasonless statement coat.
Available in xs, sm, med, lg
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